ABSTRACT Task-constrained motion planning (TCMP) is involved in many practical applications, such as opening the door, opening the drawer, twisting the screw, and so on. Because of the trend of manmachine collaboration and the existence of dynamic in environments, planning the collision-free motions for task-constrained manipulation is a significative problem. This paper explores the TCMP issue for mobile manipulation, which uses a mobile base to enhance the working range and flexibility but simultaneously makes the problem harder than that of single manipulation because of the additional degrees of freedom (dofs). We propose an optimization-based method to plan the obstacle avoidance motion in real-time. First, the global robotic Jacobian matrix that combines the omnidirectional base and the robotic arm is derived. Second, model predictive control is used to plan the control rule in order to maximize the closest distance between the obstacles and the mobile manipulator and minimize the velocities of null space at the same time. We have deduced the model with four differential equations that represent the law of the distance over time. Third, the distances are calculated and sent to the model to calculate the velocity of each joint of the arm and the base using ACADO that is an open-source toolkit. Using the velocities, the mobile manipulator can move away from the approaching people while still fixing the end of the arm to manipulate tool at the same time. Our method is verified on the mobile manipulator that consists of four Mecanum wheels, a base, a UR10 arm, and four kinect cameras in Gazebo simulation with using the ROS operation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Task-constrained motion planning (can be called TCMP for short) is a classical problem of robot motion planning which requires manipulators to move their end effectors along predefined paths or fix their end effectors. Among them, end fixed constrained motion planning is of great significance because of the space limit of many manipulation tasks. It can be used as twisting the screw, spot welding, drilling holes and so on. The challenge of TCMP is to plan the jointspace paths of manipulators that can avoid the moving and static obstacles and satisfy task constraints at the same time.
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Dynamical obstacle avoidance of TCMP is very important in industrial and living application because the robot will not stop working even if people comes up and will avoid him at the same time. It improves man-machine collaboration performance vastly. Similar to the common motion planning, the methods of TCMP can be divided as the following categories: sample-based methods, artificial potential field based methods and optimization-based methods. Because of the exist of constraints, the configuration space of manipulator would form a irregular manifold. So search-based methods (such as A*, Dijkstra and so on) cannot be used in taskconstrained manipulation.
Sample-based methods are widely used and matured methods which require the circumstance is known and each moving obstacle has a predictable trajectory. They utilize the random sampled nodes to build a growing graph. When the target node is added to the graph, the process would be end. Then there should be a path that can connect the initial and target node in this graph. The Constrained Bi-directional Rapidly-exploring Random Tree (CBIRRT) was presented by [1] which can plan paths in manifold of configuration space. After extending a new RRT random tree node in the high dimensional configuration space, CBIRRT uses the pseudo inverse of the Jacobian matrix to do the projection of the node in the manifold space, and add this node to the constrained RRT tree. Repeat this step until the target location is added to the RRT tree so that a path in manifold has been found. The Tangent Bundle RRT algorithm was presented by [2] . This algorithm set the initial node and the target node on the manifold, then construct the tangent spaces of them. Sample a new node on one tangent space and find the nearest neighbor node on the other tangent space. If the distance between the node and the manifold beyond a threshold, then project it to the manifold to create a new tangent space. Repeat these steps then a path which lies on the manifold connect the initial node and the target node would be created. Reference [3] presented the first-order retraction (FR) which gives a rapid project method to sample the node on the manifold. Reference [4] presented an algorithm which based on a struct named foliation. With respect to redundant robots, a point in task space would be mapped to many points in configuration space which can form a leaf. So sampling the next point in task space is sampling the next point in a leaf in configuration space. If no path is available, an arrival node in the same leaf of this point in task space would be find and the next point in configuration space would be searched to connected with the arrival node. An Italy team presented and deepened a random algorithm for planning dynamically feasible motions of robots with task-constraints which also based on foliation [5] - [7] . But each leaf contains not only points but also velocity of points in configuration space. As result, the path and the trajectory on the manifold can be planned at the same time. On average, sample-based methods have good precision but not good real-time, and they can not handle the moving obstacle with unpredictable trajectory.
Artificial potential field based methods are classical methods that are used in motion planning for many years [8] . They utilize an attractive potential field to attract the robot to the target and a repulsive potential field to make the robot avoid obstacles. Reference [9] proposed a new potential field form that consists of a static potential field and a dynamic potential field. The dynamic potential field can make the moving obstacles have larger repulsive forces so that the robot can avoid them in a larger velocity. The velocity of avoidance which in direct proportion to the gradient of potential field is used in the null-space movement so that can satisfy the task constraints. References [10] , [11] only considered the distance between the closest point on the obstacle and the critical point in redundant robotic arm. In [10] , the velocity of null-space movement is setted inversely proportional to this distance.
In [11] , the velocity of null-space movement is setted in direct proportion to the gradient of this distance. Using the form of electric field in physics is a natural way to construct the artificial potential field [12] , [13] . And adding some terms to avoid joint limits and prevent singular configurations of the manipulator would be mature [12] . In general, artificial potential field based methods are simple in structure and convenient for real-time control. So they have been widely used in real-time obstacle avoidance trajectory control. But the disadvantage is that there is a local optimal solution which is prone to deadlock phenomenon, and thus may cause robot stay at the local best before reaching the target.
The basic thought of optimization-based methods is to construct object functions that involve the distances between robot and obstacles, the distance between robot and target and the velocities and accelerates of each joints, then to optimize this function to get the optimal trajectory of robot. The CHOMP algorithm [14] presented a prior term which include the velocity and accelerate of each joint and an obstacle term, but the obstacles should be static. The ITOMP algorithm [15] divides obstacles to dynamic obstacles and static obstacles, and use an error model to simulate the dynamic obstacles' positions. Convex optimal approach had been used to optimize robot trajectory for many years. Reference [16] presented a way using second-order cone program to optimal the time spent in the robot manipulation. Model predictive control utilizes dynamic models to predict their future behavior, which is becoming more and more popular in motion planning because of its capability to handle various kinds of kinematic and dynamic constraints [17] , [18] . Reference [19] presented an automatic C-code generation strategy for real-time nonlinear model predictive control (NMPC), which had been implemented within the software package ACADO Toolkit. ACADO Toolkit has a good real-time performance with a sampling time in the microsecond range. This allows for convenient applys of trajectory planning of different scenes [20] , [21] . In general, optimization-based methods have clear goals and would get global optimal solutions. Although they have large time consumption and not good real-time performance, but with the advent of more and more toolkits, their real-time performance will be better and better again.
In this paper, the optimization-based method NMPC is adopted. This is firstly because it is a local path planning algorithm which different from RRT, PRM etc. Local trajectory planning algorithms have forward-looking, which makes them can deal with obstacle avoidance situations outside the plan. And this is secondly because it can take care of more optimization factors (such as velocity) than other methods (such as artificial potential field based methods). We take the base and the robotic arm of the mobile manipulator as a whole, and deduce the global Jacobian matrix of the mobile manipulator with respect to the velocities of all joints of the robotic arm and all dofs of the base. Then we use NMPC to plan the executing velocities of all dofs of the mobile manipulator while people comes to the robot. The kinematic model is deduced with 4 extra equations in order to satisfy the form of the object function of optimization. The equations utilize the global Jacobian matrix.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows: (i) The Jacobian matrix of arbitrary point in the robotic arm and the base is derived. They are substituted into the kinematic model, and obtain the velocity control rule that covers the whole robot including the robotic arm and the omnidirectional base through ACADO toolkit. The omnidirectional base is used because it can avoid obstacles from left and right side.
(ii) Nonlinear model predictive control is used for dynamic obstacle avoidance of task-constrained mobile manipulation. An object function which is designed to maximize the closest distance between obstacles and the robot and simultaneously minimize the velocities of null-space is proposed. And in order to optimize the function, we have deduced the obstacle avoidance kinematics with 4 differential equations which represent the law of the distance over time. The obstacle avoidance kinematics is different from the traditional kinematic model [7] and the dynamic model [22] . It goes over the velocity and directly takes the reciprocal of the distance as the output. The results of experiments have proved the available of the equations. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 systematically deduced the global Jacobian of the whole robot and the Jacobian of arbitrary point in the robot. Section 3 introduces the model predictive control roughly, and explains how the model is modified to adapt to optimize the object function. Section 4 gives the experimental results of NMPC. As a contrast, we also realize the dynamical obstacle using artificial potential field method [12] and foliation based RRT method [5] and analyze the advantages of NMPC over the last two methods. Finally, Section 5 gives the conclusion. Figure 1 shows the non-zero D-H parameters of UR10 robotic arm. The D-H parameters can determine the configuration of a robotic arm. The rotation and translation matrix of one link with respect to the forward link can be represented as follows:
where s is the mathematic symbol which stands for sin and c is the mathematic symbol which stands for cos. 
where R i represents the 3×3 rotation matrix, and t i represents the 3 × 1 translation vector. r i x represents the projection of the x-axis unit column vector of the i-th link with respect to the coordinate of the robotic arm, and r i y and r i z respectively represent the y-axis and z-axis unit column vectors with respect to the coordinate of the robotic arm. So the position of an arbitrary point (x i a , y i a , z i a ) T in the i-th link can be represented in the coordinate of the robotic arm as follows:
where x a represents the position (x a , y a , z a ) T of the point in the coordinate of the robotic arm, and x a represents the position (x i a , y i a , z i a ) T of the point in the coordinate of the i-th link.
Within the principle of motion superposition and the differential rule of multielements, the Jacobian matrix of this point with respect to the N joints of the robotic arm can be deduced as follows:
where φ xa , φ ya and φ za are the Eula joints of the i-th link in the coordinate of the robotic arm. So based on the formula above mentioned, the Jacobian matrix of the robotic arm can be written as:
The Jacobian matrixes are all deduced from the base of the robotic arm, but the mobile manipulator has an omnidirectional base which has three additional degrees of freedom: x 0 , y 0 and α. So we need to deduce the Jacobian of an arbitrary point in the i-th link from the robot base. The following equations can be derived from the relationship between the position of the point in the robotic arm coordinate system (x a , y a , z a ) and the position of the point in the world coordinate system (x w a , y w a , z w a ):
Differentiate above three equations with respect to time, the trasformation relationship between the speed of the arbitrary point relative to the world coordinate system and the speed relative to the robotic arm coordinate system will be get as follows:
where the column vector (a, b, c) T is the translation from the origin of the mobile manipulator coordinate system to the origin of the robotic arm coordinate system. Assume φ w xa , φ w ya and φ w za be the Eula joints of the i-th link in the world coordinate, so the transformation relationship between the angular velocity of the i-th link in the robotic arm coordinate and the angular velocity in the world coordinate system will be calculated as follows:
To sum up, the position and orientation of the arbitrary point and its frame in the i-th link can be represented as:
where
. And let's split the Jacobian matrix J a to two parts: the translation part J at which comprises the first three rows of J a and the rotation part J ar which comprises the last three rows of J a . From the equation (17) we can get the form of the global Jacobian matrix of the arbitrary point in the robotic arm:
And the global Jacobian matrix of the robotic arm end can be written as:
If the arbitrary point is on the omnidirectional base, the velocity of which would have nothing to do with the joints of the robotic arm. The following equations can be derived from the relationship between the position of the point in the coordinate system of the mobile manipulator (x r a , y r a , z r a ) and the position of the point in the world coordinate system (x w a , y w a , z w a ): So the Jacobian matrix of the arbitrary point in the omnidirectional base can be written as follows:
B. DYNAMICAL OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE WITH USING NONLINEAR MODEL PREDICTIVE CONTROL
As mentioned in [19] , the nonlinear model predictive control has the form as follows:
where ξ denotes the state, ζ denotes the control input, and z, z are the control bounds. P and Q are symmetric matrixes. MPC is an optimization-based method for controlling general systems by predicting their future behavior on the basis of dynamic models. NMPC allows one to handle nonlinear dynamics and constraint explicitly [20] . So this method is very suited for the problem of TCMP. For the dynamical obstacle avoidance, the optimization object function must include the closest distance d on between the mobile manipulator and the moving obstacle. So the form of object function can be designed as follows:
where ω is the general velocity vector (θ 1 ,θ 2 , . . . ,θ N ,α, 
So we need to deduce the model equations to represent the law of the inverse of d on (τ ) over time. If the nearest point in the robot is presented as (x n , y n , z n ) T in the world coordinate, the nearest point in the moving obstacle is presented as (x o , y o , z o ) T in the world coordinate, we know:
Differential it's reciprocal with respect to time, and suppose the obstacle is instantaneous static :
Inspired by the symmetry of equation (33) 
(37) VOLUME 7, 2019 whereẋ n ,ẏ n andż n can be deduced by (19) and (30), and suppose theφ xn ,φ yn andφ zn be the Eula joints of the link which the nearest point in. We have:
We don't care much about Eula joints, so we can divide the J w n to the translation part and the rotation part: a 3 × (N + 3) matrix J w tn and a 3 × (N + 3) matrix J w rn . Soẋ n ,ẏ n andż n can be represented as:
Combine the above equation with equations (34-37), then we get:
40) If the manipulated object is fixed somewhere which we mainly dealed with in this article, the model is simplified as follows: (40). Based on the model, suppose P is the unit matrix, the object function can be written as:
and:
So the object function (42) is equal to function (29).
As to the point in obstacle, it's of heavy computation to compute the nearest point in the robot with irregular shape in real time. So the wise strategy is using a set of points to represent the robot. Then the distances are calculated between the obstacle's point and these characteristic points of the robot. As shown in Figure 3 Then the obstacle avoidance model of end fixed constrained mobile manipulation which we mainly dealed with in this article can be represented as follows: 
Based on the model, the object function can be written as:
and: 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our planner was implemented on a 64-bit Intel Core i5-7300HQ CPU running at 2.50 GHz. And the simulation experiments are performed on Gazebo 2.0 and Ros Indigo which installed on Ubuntu 14.04 operating system. The mobile manipulator which used in simulation comprises an UR10 robotic arm, an omnidirectional base and 4 kinect cameras.
In order to verify the performance of the robot's obstacle avoidance algorithm, we design a set of experiments. The first experiment is moving people from back to approach the mobile manipulator, and see the performance of NMPC method. The people is about 0.91 m away from the robot at the beginning, and move toward the robot at a speed of 0.7 m/s. The second experiment is moving people from left to approach the mobile manipulator, and see the performance of NMPC method. The people is about 1.35 m away from the robot at the beginning, and move toward the robot at a speed of 0.7 m/s. For comparison, we perform the same two sets of experiments using the artificial potential field based method (APF) and the foliation based RRT method (FRRT). Figure 4 shows the NMPC solution how the mobile manipulator avoids the moving people from it's back and maintain it's robotic arm end fixed at the working position. And Figure 5 shows the NMPC solution how the mobile FIGURE 6. The solution how the working mobile manipulator avoids the moving people from it's back using artificial potential field based method.
FIGURE 7.
The solution how the working mobile manipulator avoids the moving people from it's left using artificial potential field based method.
FIGURE 8.
The solution how the working mobile manipulator avoids the moving people from it's back using foliation based RRT method. VOLUME 7, 2019 manipulator avoids the moving people from it's left and maintain it's robotic arm end fixed at the working position too. Both of two experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of our algorithm. For comparison, the solutions of the APF are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7 and the solutions of the FRRT are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 .
When people approaches the robot, the minimum distance between them falls down whether using NMPC method, APF method or FRRT method. In the scene that people approaches the robot from back, at the time 0.9 s, the distance of NMPC method is 0.63 m, the distance of APF method is 0.66 m and the distance of FRRT method is 0.59 m. While in the scene that people approaches the robot from left, at the time 1.6 s, the distance of NMPC method is 0.71 m, the distance of APF method is 0.69 m, and the distance of FRRT method is 0.65 m. The different between them is very little. The results can be seen from Figure 10(a, c, e) and 11(a, c, e) . In the scene that people approaches the robot from back, at the time 0.9 s, the robotic end maintained fixed, the displacement (δx, δy, δα) of the robot base computed by NMPC is (0.19, 0.32, −0.05), the displacement computed by APF method is (0.13, 0.38, 0.04), and the displacement computed by FRRT is (0.38, 0.15, 0.57). The displacement of NMPC is very close to APF. But the x displacement of FRRT is bigger than NMPC while the y displacement of FRRT is smaller than NMPC, that because the robot using FRRT avoids the people to the right rather than forward like NMPC and APF. In the scene that people approaches the robot from left, at the time 1.6 s, the robotic end maintained fixed, the displacement (δx, δy, δα) of the robot base computed by NMPC is (0.62, 0.27, 0.22), the displacement computed by APF method is (0.60, 0.29, 0.26), and the displacement computed by FRRT is (0.53, 0.42, 0.19). The different between them is small. results can be seen from Figure 10 and FRRT method are not confined, the plan results can be seen from Figure 12 (a, c, e) and Figure 14(a, c, e) . From the figures we can see that FRRT has the largest volatility of null-space velocity as the curves are very chaos. That due to the random sampling of position in FRRT. The APF has the second large volatility of null-space velocity, and the NMPC has the smallest volatility of null-space velocity. The real-executed velocities are calculated by Equation(31), which means they are projections from the null-space velocities to the constrained manifold. So the range of the null-space velocities would influence the range of the real-executed velocities directly, which can be seen in Figure 12 The volatilities of velocities can be represented as accelerates and angular accelerates, and the larger the accelerates and angular accelerates are, the bigger forces would be given. Figure 13 and 15 show the accelerates and angular accelerates of the robot base while people approaching them from back and left. In Figure 13 , in the scene that people approaches the robot from back, the largest absolute value of accelerate a x of NMPC is 1.90 m/s 2 in 0.4 s, the largest absolute value of accelerate a x of APF is 3.94 m/s 2 in 0.5 s, and the largest absolute value of accelerate a x of FRRT is 3.18 m/s 2 in 0.9 s, the largest absolute value of accelerate a y of NMPC is 0.47 m/s 2 in 0.6 s, the largest absolute value of accelerate a y of APF is 1.37 m/s 2 in 0.8 s, and the largest absolute value of accelerate a y of FRRT is 2.83 m/s 2 in 0.9 s, the largest absolute value of angular accelerate a α of NMPC is 4.22 rad/s 2 in 0.4 s, the largest absolute value of angular accelerate a α of APF is 6.64 rad/s 2 in 0.8 s, and the largest absolute value of angular accelerate a α of FRRT is 3.84 rad/s 2 in 0.4 s. In Figure 15 , in the scene that people approaches the robot from left, the largest absolute value of accelerate a x of NMPC is 0.47 m/s 2 in 1.1 s, the largest absolute value of accelerate a x of APF is 1.07 m/s 2 in 0.9 s, and the largest absolute value of accelerate a x of FRRT is 4.04 m/s 2 in 0.1 s, the largest absolute value of accelerate a y of NMPC is 0.26 m/s 2 in 1.3 s, the largest absolute value of accelerate a y of APF is 0.55 m/s 2 in 1.6 s, and the largest absolute value of accelerate a y of FRRT is 2.20 m/s 2 in 1.4 s, the largest absolute value of angular accelerate a α of NMPC is 0.26 rad/s 2 in 1.6 s, the largest absolute value of angular accelerate a α of APF is 0.43 rad/s 2 in 0.9 s, and the largest absolute value of angular accelerate a α of FRRT is 8.09 rad/s 2 in 0.1 s. So in summary, the FRRT method and the APF method have a larger accelerate and angular accelerate of robot base than the NMPC method. As the mass of robot base is very large, the difference of forces and torques would be very large too. So choosing NMPC method would reduce the wear and prolong the service life of the robot's electrical machines.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper proposes a Nonlinear Model Predictive Control method for dynamical obstacle avoidance of task-constrained mobile manipulation. This method constructs a new model which combines the change law of inverse of distance between the robot and the obstacles with the original kinematical equation of the robot. This model can fit the object optimization object function of NMPC, and can be optimized by ACADO tool kit. Using the optimized result, the velocity control rule can drive the robot to avoid moving people while maintain the robot end fixed on the working position at the same time. For comparison, the artificial potential field based method and the roliation based RRT method are used to realize the same tasks. But the results shows that the NMPC method has a better dynamical stability than the artificial potential field based method, because using the NMPC method, the accelerates and angular accelerate of the robot base are smaller than the APF method and the FRRT method. In the scene that people approaches the robot from back, the maximum acceleration of base in the x direction is only 1.90 m/s 2 , the maximum acceleration of base in the y direction is only 0.47 m/s 2 , the maximum angular acceleration of base is only 4.22 rad/s 2 . And in the scene that people approaches the robot from left, the corresponding values are 0.47 m/s 2 , 0.26 m/s 2 and 0.26 rad/s 2 . Choosing NMPC method would reduce the wear and prolong the service life of the robot's electrical machines. So the NMPC method will be a good method to improve the collaboration performance of mobile manipulator.
The task scene in this paper is end fixed constrained motion planning. In the future, the method can be extended to the scene that the robotic arm end move on an arbitrary specified trajectory. And the NMPC method would be verified in more scenes.
